Match Report - 02
The squad pulls together...
After a few false starts and tough friendlies against some quality opponents in the last
month Offerton Park had their first friendly at their home ground - Half Moon Lane.

Offerton were again put up against another strong side in AFC Grove, formerly known as
AFC Bamboo coming from the East Cheshire SFL.

With the pitch looking in top condition apart from the extremely long length of the grass

the boys were eager to play their first home game of the season. A strong squad of 15 lads
with only one or two notable absences.

Choosing a team from the lads was not easy as everyone had a right to claim a starting
spot. With our first choice keeper Hassan unable to make it, manager Jimmy bravely

donned the gloves and put himself in the firing line as our keeper for the day. Going for an
attacking line up a  3-5-2 formation was announced. With Matthew, Chris, and Ryan as a 3
at the back defensive line, and Keith and JP on the wings, leaving a midfield trio of Callum
Jimmy Newton and Colin, and a strong partnership up front of Matty Thorburn and Luke
Leavy.

The whistle was blown and The Offy were playing some good football, with plenty of

passing and good movement from all around the park. With the long grass causing some

treacherous footing occasionally, a crucial slip let Grove slice through our defences and the
opening goal went against the home side.

Not allowing the first goal to get us down Offerton dug in and showed how well they could

play football. Closing down any opposition quickly and effectively, and playing the ball well
when they had it. With an end to end match and the scores soon racking up on both sides
half time was approaching with the score level at 3-3.
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Offerton were looking

dangerous from every set
piece thanks to excellent

placement from dead ball

specialist Jimmy Newton but

unfortunately the first goal of

the second half again went to

Grove AFC to make it 4-3. The
team spirit Offerton showed
was beyond doubt even

though some players were

frustrated by the scoreline and an equaliser soon came. At 4-4 with around 30 minutes to

go, The Offy had a chance to make use of a strong bench with 2 batches of 2 subs coming

on at 60 and 65 minutes. Thom, and Briggsy causing Grove problems in their defensive line
as the fresh legs kept up the pressure and Danny and Keiran coming on the wing and
defence respectively.

A key error from a goalie throwout led to conceding a goal and some good football had

another goal go against the home side. At 6-4 down with about 15 minutes to go things did
not look good. But, instead of falling apart, which has been know to happen on the odd
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occasion Offerton took the game by the scruff of the neck and bagged a goal in the next 5
minutes.

In the last 5 minutes and still a goal behind (5-6) a freekick was awarded to OPFC midway
into the opposition half, with Jimmy looking dangerous on every freekick so far he again

stepped up to place the ball in the box, with everyone up trying to get the crucial equalizing

goal the box was crowded with players, Ryan managing to get something on it and steer the
ball into the net at the back post to level an amazing game at 6-6.

With no further goals 6-6 was the final scoreline and although only a draw it felt like a win
for the home side after coming back from a two goal deficit.

Four goals from Leavy and one each from Ryan and JP things are looking good for the start
of the season.
The Good
●
●
●
●

Great performance by every single player
A good turnout with 15 lads
Great team spirit

Freekicks, corners were dangerous every time.

The Bad
●
●

A couple of mistakes cost a couple of goals

Length of the grass was way too long to play our
best football

The Ugly
●
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What these two were doing at half time       =>

